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Introduction

Recently, the U.N. Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar asserted that Facebook has ‘turned into a beast’ as it played a ‘determining role’ in spreading hate speech which fueled the commission of numerous international crimes in Myanmar, in particular in the Rakhine State. This L&C talk will explore the implications of the rise in prominence of social media for international criminal responsibility. More in particular, three dimensions will be explored. A first part will question the applicability of international crime definitions to situations in which State but more importantly non-State actors use social media to implement international criminal policies by directing, inspiring or enabling individuals to carry out attacks against civilians anywhere in the world. Secondly, it will be explored how the use of social media can be captured under the specific modes of liability of International Criminal Law. Last, the talk will assess whether international law regulates the obligation to remove inciting extremist propaganda or violent material by social media companies, while simultaneously preserve content that could be of evidentiary value in proving international crimes.
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